SEWA Kalakruti

SEWA Kalakruti is a platform for women artisans, which connects them to trainings/capacity building, markets, and other stakeholders in the handicrafts sector. Through SEWA Kalakruti, artisans can access the expertise of designers and stay connected to industry trends.

SEWA Federation

Since 1992, SEWA Federation has been working for and with women of informal economy, organizing over 300,000 women workers into 100+ collective enterprises. We promote and support these enterprises with capacity building & training, business development & marketing, research & advocacy.

The vision of SEWA Federation is to enable these enterprises and their members to achieve full employment and self-reliance through their own enterprises.
Our Products

Our women artisans make a variety of products, including: home linen, utilities and garments. The artisans use their traditional crafts: patchwork & applique, embroidery, badla, block printing and ajrakh, bandhani.

SEWA Kalakruti works with women’s collectives, ensuring ethical and sustainable production, with high quality finishing.

Home Linen

1. Cushion Cover
2. Bed Linen
3. Curtains
4. Quilts
5. Wall Hangings
Give your house a pop of colour with these cushion covers, handcrafted by the artisans of SEWA Kalakruti. Made using cotton, satin and silk, they carefully set surface embellishments set these cushion covers apart.
Sleep in style with these gorgeous bedsheets, made with love by the women of SEWA Kalakruti. With their vibrant colors and designs, the bedsheets will give your room a feeling of grandeur. Buy one for yourself or gift one to a loved one.
Cover your windows with these delicately crafted curtains. Love these flowy, breezy piece of fabric which can also be used for separation of space.

Curtain
Quilts

Made with the traditional Kutchi block art of Ajrakh print and gamthi on cotton and mashru silk, these quilts are all you need to keep yourself warm in the cold.
Wall Hangings

Give your walls a colorful and traditional touch with our hand-embroidered wall-hangings. Choose from a variety of designs and colors for your home or as a present for a loved one!
Table Linen

1. Cutlery Pouch
2. Tea Coaster
3. Table Runners
4. Table Mats
Table Runner

Give your dining table a complete look with your these stunning table spreads. Made with cotton, these table spreads will protect your table from spillages! Choose from a variety of colors and match your table pieces to enhance the look of your dining table!
Table Mats

Brighten up your dining table with our set of table mats. Made with cotton fabric, they will last long and protect your table from any spillages.
Tea Coaster

These unique coasters with intricate floral patterns on cloth are hand stitched by the artisan women of SEWA Federation. These coasters will make a statement and add a pop of color in your dining area and help keep the stains off your table!
Cutlery Pouch

Store your reusable cutlery in these upcycled pouches. With enough space to store a knife, fork, and a spoon, this pouch is an easy to carry accessory. The top flap covering makes sure the cutlery doesn’t fall off while travelling.
Utilities

1. Laptop Sleeves
2. Travel Pouch
3. Passport Holder
4. Mobile Cover
5. Folder
6. Diary Cover
7. Masks
8. Drawstring Bag
Laptop Sleeves

Carry your laptop around effortlessly these eclectic laptop sleeves. Made on cotton fabric with gamthi and ajrakh print, these easy to open sleeves are spacious and will keep your laptop scratch free. Also use the deep pocket to store a notebook and move around hassle free.
Travel Pouch

Store all your travel essentials in these delicately made travel kit. Made of khadi, these easy to open travel kits will conveniently fit in all types of luggage. Spilled something on it? Worry not for it is washable. Pick a color from a variety that suits your style!
Use our upcycled mobile covers to give your phones the protection that it needs. The cover will keep your phone scratch free and the button at the top will stop it from falling off! Choose from a wide range of designs and colors.
Passport Holder

Finding ways to make your passport look colourful? Here are these beautifully handcrafted passport covers by women of SEWA Federation. Carry your passport in style with our passport holders which are trendy as well as classy.
Folder

With ajrakh print on cotton fabric, these folders are both handy and beautiful. The finely made file covers by the artisans of SEWA Kalakruti can be bought for individual use, for office use, or for conferences and meetings.
Diary Cover

Embellish your favorite books, diaries, and novels a stylish edit with these handcrafted book covers by the women of SEWA Federation. These book covers are made on finely woven cotton fabric with ethnic block prints which will give your book a perfect look!
Wanted a mask that gives wide coverage to your face? We’ve got just the solution for you! Our Filter Masks fully cover your face leaving no open gaps. They’re also reusable and washable. Choose from a variety of colors and prints!
Drawstring Bag

Add charm to your festive outfits with these hand-made potlis made by the women of SEWA Federation. These easy to carry potlis are just enough to make a statement!
Garments

1. Sarees
2. Stoles
Sarees

Made on cotton and modal silk, these sarees with ajrakh print and applique work are a must-have in your wardrobe! Light and easy to wear, look effortlessly elegant in these 6m of art.
Curated with traditional designs, unique colors and comfortable fabrics, the stoles can be accessorized with all kinds of outfits. These stoles are available on mashru or modal silk with beautiful ajrakh print.
Our Services

2. Job Work orders accepted here.
3. We also make customized kits for festivals, corporate conferences, corporate gifting and other gifting and packaging purposes as well.
4. Crafts available are hand block printing, applique, patchwork, embroidery, badla work, tie and dye, crochet and other few textile related crafts as well.
Contact Details

To place an order or know more about our products, reach out to us on

craft@sewafederation.org
info@sewafederation.org

You can also call us on
+91 9819034463
Krutí Barchha (Production Co-ordinator)

Please Note

Exact orders, as pictured in the catalogue, are subject to availability.

We can customise in colour, fabric, design and craft.

For bulk orders, a discount of 10% will be applied

Production of bulk orders will take a minimum of 45 days.